Axlebox accelerations: their acquisition and time-frequency characterization for railway track monitoring purposes
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Abstract

Railway track maintenance is becoming a real challenge for Railway Engineers due to the need of meeting increasingly high quality requirements by means of cost-effective procedures. Frequently, this can be only achieved by implementing some technological developments from other fields into the railway sector, such as Digital Signal Processing. Indeed, the present work delves into data acquisition and processing techniques in order to enhance track surveying processes. For this purpose, run tests on the Metropolitan Rail Network of Valencia (Spain) were carried out, and axlebox accelerations were gathered and analysed in different ways. The results determined the optimal sampling and filtering frequencies as well as the location of accelerometers along the train. Furthermore, by means of spectral analysis and time-frequency representations, diverse track defects, track singularities and vibration modes can be clearly identified. It is shown how, with a Hamming time window of 0.5 s and an overlapping of 95%, a wide set of track defects can be detected, without the need of complementary analyses. These values yield the best results as they are a good compromise between time and frequency resolution and allow for appropriate pattern recognition of the corresponding track singularities and resonant frequencies.
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1. Introduction

On a panorama in which railway maintenance needs are increasing due to higher requirements, axlebox accelerations, i.e. accelerations being measured at the ends of the wheelsets, although currently being used for track surveying purposes, still offer a huge potential for obtaining more information about the tracks conditions.

Focusing on the track surveying part of the overall track maintenance process, there are different approaches for this purpose, with their respective advantages and drawbacks. Among these procedures, axlebox accelerometers have proved to be versatile enough to be introduced in different railway subsystems, e.g. High Speed or Metro trains, for
detecting track irregularities of different wavelengths and occurrence. Therefore, they are one of the most promising methods for track surveying processes beyond its already widespread use [1-5] in comparison with other techniques and devices [6]. They present, though, the drawback of needing some maintenance and being quite delicate in a not friendly environment [7]. They are also suitable for implementation in railway track degradation predictive models, as a useful indicator of the tracks maintenance conditions [8, 9].

The analysis of track conditions by means of wheelset, bogie frame and car body accelerations appears in the UIC (International Railway Union) leaflet number 518 [10] for the homologation of rolling stock and evaluation of both comfort and safety. Nevertheless, for the case of vehicles with bogies, only vertical and lateral car body and lateral bogie frame accelerations are measured. The use of vertical axlebox accelerations is not addressed. Other studies delve on condition monitoring of suspension bogies, mainly for analysing vehicle performance [11].

From the point of view of track maintenance, several authors have based their research on axlebox accelerations. They allow detecting and identifying some singular track defects such as squats [12-16], bolt tightness of fish-plated joints [17] and other short track defects [18, 19]. They further serve as a basis for the calibration and validation of different wear prediction models [20]. Other works also applied axlebox accelerations for the detection and analysis of rail corrugation [2, 21-23], wheel/rail slippage [24] or for more general track surveying purposes, taking into account track defects of several wavelength ranges [25-28]. The use of accelerometers was furthermore applied to monitor the working conditions of turnouts. In this case, the accelerometers were not only placed at the wheelsets and the bogie frame, but also at the nose of the turnout frog [29].

In this sense, choosing the sampling frequency is not a trivial matter. In studies dedicated to short wavelength or singular track defects, sampling resolution can achieve high values, hence providing higher resolution and frequency content. In these cases, data may be recorded at a sampling frequency of 25.6 kHz at speeds lower than 40 km/h for tramway track monitoring purposes [17] or at speeds around 110 km/h for conventional tracks [20]. Despite such a high sampling frequency value, in this last case only frequencies up to 2 kHz are analysed. Furthermore, data may also be recorded every 2 mm at walking speeds [30].

On the contrary, for general inspection of railway lines, there must be a compromise between the resolution and the amount of recorded data. Sampling frequencies are thus lowered down to 2 kHz [26] or 3 kHz [25] for speeds up to 300 km/h. The Nyquist theorem states that the maximum frequency which can be observed is half the sampling frequency. This presents the drawback that those track defects whose excitation frequency is higher than half of the sampling frequency are not detected. Nevertheless, for the case of Ref. [25], track defects longer than 5.6 cm, which represent the major part, could be detected. For the case of Ref. [26], the lower operational speeds allow detecting the whole range of track defects.

However, as important as how to record axlebox accelerations is how to process and analyse them in order to extract the most information possible. Among other methods, the wavelet theory was applied for achieving a proper time-frequency characterisation
of such accelerations [13, 17, 25, 31]. Moreover, the wavelet theory was compared with the more conventional Fourier analysis, showing the advantages and drawbacks of each method [32]. Other works, specifically applied to rail corrugation detection, proposed solving the time-frequency uncertainty by means of the class of Auto-Regressive-MAtched Filterbank (AR-MAFI) methods [30] and by means of Polynomial Chaos Expansion and Point Estimate Method principles [33]. Finally, some other studies analyse railway tracks inspection based on the vibration response by means of the Hilbert–Huang transform [34].

The purpose of this paper is to improve current dynamic surveying approaches extensively applied in main lines and present an analysis tool capable of showing track properties and defects in a comprehensive way. It is shown how, by means of an appropriate tuning of the spectrogram defining parameters, track singularities and defects such as welded and glued joints, turnout frogs, squats and changes on track typologies are detected. Similarly, different track vibration modes, e.g. parametric excitation, p2 resonance due to rail corrugation, sleeper on ballast, rail on railpad and pin-pin resonance can be perceived in a single diagram. These track vibration modes extend from 10 Hz to 1 kHz for the case of the analysed tracks of Metrovalencia (Valencia, Spain). In practical terms, this research pretends to develop a tool for assisting engineers in charge of tracks supervision. This approach not only detects acceleration peaks caused by track defects, but also gives information regarding the nature of the defects and singularities with no further or parallel analysis. In this way, no further or parallel analysis is needed, thus simplifying track monitoring processes are simplified and avoiding extra visual inspections to the railway tracks are avoided.

Prior to this, some important questions, such as the most appropriate frequency band, the sampling frequency and the location of the accelerometers are addressed. Finally, this fine-tuned spectrogram is compared with other suitable time-frequency representation already employed in railway track analyses: the wavelet transform [12, 13, 25, 28, 32].

2. Train/track dynamic interaction and classification of track defects

2.1. Train/track dynamic interaction

A train running on a track can be modelled as a system of masses, springs and dampers. Fig.1 shows the different parts trains and tracks consist of and how they can be conceptually modelled. From this figure, it can be seen that any significant alteration in any of the elements will affect the rest of the system. For example, a single defect located on the rail surface would excite the different masses not only in the train, but also and in the track itself; and the same would happen with a stiffness variation in the railpads or in the ballast, a loose sleeper, etc. For this reason, axlebox accelerations are a useful indicator of track maintenance conditions.

In this way, a train may be conceptually modelled as a three masses system, i.e. the car body, the bogie frame and the wheelset. Each mass is connected to its adjacent by means of the secondary and primary suspensions, respectively. Similarly, a track may be modelled as a two masses system, i.e. the rail and the sleeper. Elasticity between the rail and the sleeper is procured by the railpads, whereas the elasticity between the
sleepers and the ground is provided by the ballast. Interaction between train and track happens in the wheel/rail contact, a phenomenon for which there is a fully developed theory [35, 36]. Conceptually, wheel/rail contact may be modelled as a very stiff spring, compared to the rest of the elements.

2.2 Classification of track defects

Since track defects of different wavelengths are repaired by means of different techniques, their classification depending on their wavelength becomes a suitable criterion. Two main groups of defects can be identified at first: those coming from the loss of track vertical geometry, whose wavelengths are usually longer than 2 m; and those related to rail corrugation or isolated rail defects (e.g. squats, spalling) in which a loss of material is produced at the top of the rails heads while the track keeps its vertical alignment. Table 1 shows the classification of vertical track defects used by Spanish Railway Administrator Adif, which is taken as a reference in this work.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type of defect</th>
<th>Classification</th>
<th>Wavelength range (m)</th>
<th>Examples of defects</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Very short</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.03 – 0.06</td>
<td>Rail joints, very short wavelength rail corrugation, small squats</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Short</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.06 – 0.25</td>
<td>Short wavelength rail</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
In this way, when a train runs along a track with a defect of a given wavelength $\lambda$ at a certain speed $V$, it experiences a vertical movement whose frequency is given by

$$ f = \frac{V}{\lambda}. $$

Considering the rolling stock as a multibody dynamic system, it consists of some unsprung masses, located below the primary suspension and whose natural frequencies usually range between 20 and 1000 Hz; semi-sprung masses, above the primary suspension with natural frequencies usually from 5 to 20 Hz; and sprung masses, located above the secondary suspension, with natural frequencies usually ranging from 0.7 Hz to 5 Hz. Furthermore, the track elements usually have their resonant frequencies between 30 and 2000 Hz [37]. Only small excitations due to the railhead roughness and very short railhead corrugation fall beyond 3000 Hz as pointed out in [6].

Table 1. Classification of track vertical defects upon their wavelengths. Source: Adif (internal document)

Table 2. Excitation frequencies of different wavelengths when travelling at different speeds and its possible coupling to the different train and track elements: 
- Track elements; - Unsprung masses; - Semi-sprung masses; - Sprung masses
Railway Engineers who are responsible of the tracks’ maintenance must avoid these track defects as they produce a resonance effect in the train or the tracks. This effect amplifies the train movements and increases dynamic loads and material wear [38]. This also leads to some discomfort events and derailment risks. In this sense, Table 2 shows the frequencies excited by the boundary wavelengths of Table 1 for different speeds and their possible coupling with the natural frequencies of the aforementioned train masses and track elements.

As commented previously in Section 1, in order to properly detect the different track defects and singularities, the sampling frequency must be, at least, twice the frequency yielded by Table 2 for a given wavelength at a certain speed. For the case of a High Speed Train traveling at 300 km/h, if short track defects of 3 cm are to be detected, the sampling frequency ought to be at least 5556 Hz. For the case of the present paper, where there is a maximum operational speed of 80 km/h, the sampling frequency must be at least 1482 Hz.

3. Experimental setup

In order to analyse all these issues, the following experiment was set up: two accelerometers measuring vertical accelerations where placed at the first trailer wheelset and at the first motor wheelset of the train, respectively. The reason of these locations is the fact that the first wheelsets of each coach, and especially the first wheelset of the complete train unit, absorb the major part of dynamic loads. Furthermore, the difference between a motor bogie and a trailer bogie may let see any possible difference in the recorded signals caused by some vibration sources such as motors, gears or induced currents. Table 3 shows the accelerometers main features.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Voltage sensitivity</th>
<th>100 ±5% mV/g</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Range</td>
<td>± 60 g</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Destruction limit</td>
<td>6000 g</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mounted Resonance Frequency</td>
<td>&gt; 32 (+ 25 dB) kHz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transverse sensitivity</td>
<td>&lt; 5 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>f_{3dB}</td>
<td>0.13-24 kHz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>f_{10%}</td>
<td>0.30-19 kHz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>f_{5%}</td>
<td>0.40-18 kHz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Residual noise (RMS; 0.5-20 kHz)</td>
<td>&lt; 300 µg</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3. Main features of accelerometers KS76C100 manufactured by MMF

Run tests were performed in two stretches of line 1 of Metrovalencia. In the first place, several runs took place between the stations of Paterna and Fuente del Jarro in a 2.35 km single ballasted track. This allowed testing different sampling frequencies and low-pass filters as well as proving the track surveys’ repeatability. Secondly, the stretch between Valencia Sud and Paterna and vice-versa was monitored too, which consists on a 12.20 km double track of similar features as in the previous stretch. This allowed surveying a wider number of track defects of different type and magnitude.

Metrovalencia operates the commuter services in the metropolitan area of Valencia (Spain) connected by a narrow gauge railway network, i.e. 1,000 mm. The track
configurations are: ballasted track with single-block concrete sleepers, and Stedef slab track, used only in some stations and sharp curves. The main features of both systems are shown in Table 4.

The train used in the tests was an Electrical Multiple Unit (EMU) of the 4300 series, which has 4 cars of two bogies each one, being motorised all four wheelsets of the first and the last cars. Its maximum speed is 80 km/h. Table 5 shows the different runs with the specific sampling frequency and anti-aliasing filtering choice they were carried out with. Fig. 1 shows the experimental setup.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Rails</th>
<th>Rail mass per unit length, m</th>
<th>Rail elasticity modulus, E</th>
<th>Rail moment of inertia ( I )</th>
<th>Railpad stiffness, ( k_p )</th>
<th>Mass of half a sleeper, ( M )</th>
<th>Distance between sleepers, ( d )</th>
<th>Stiffness under the sleepers, ( k_b )</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ballast</td>
<td>UIC-54</td>
<td>54 kg/m</td>
<td>210( \cdot 10^9 ) N/m²</td>
<td>2314( \cdot 10^{-8} ) m⁴</td>
<td>1.2( \cdot 10^8 ) N/m</td>
<td>0.7 - 0.8 m</td>
<td>2.6( \cdot 10^8 ) N/m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Slab</td>
<td>UIC-54</td>
<td>54 kg/m</td>
<td>210( \cdot 10^9 ) N/m²</td>
<td>2314( \cdot 10^{-8} ) m⁴</td>
<td>1.2( \cdot 10^8 ) N/m</td>
<td>0.9 m</td>
<td>2.6( \cdot 10^8 ) N/m</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4. Different features for both track configurations.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Run test number</th>
<th>Sampling frequency/cut-off frequency (Hz)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>2,500 / 1,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>15,000 / 5,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>15,000 / 5,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>2,500 / 1,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>2,500 / 1,000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5. Specific features of the different run tests showing the sampling frequency and the anti-aliasing filtering choice.

4. Description of data collection and processing

4.1 Data collection

Taking a maximum speed of 80 km/h and a minimum rail wavelength of 2.5 cm (i.e. the shortest possible wavelength of rail corrugation to be analysed) Eq. (1) yields a maximum frequency of 890 Hz. For this reason, an anti-aliasing analogical filter of 1 kHz has been chosen. Because of the Nyquist theorem, the sampling frequency has been set to 2.5 kHz. In order to show that no relevant frequencies are dismissed during the digitalisation process, the anti-aliasing filter has been raised up to 5 kHz in two of the five runs, with a sampling frequency of 15 kHz. Now let us denote both methods as 2.5/1 and 15/5, respectively.
4.2 Data processing

The data collected has been analysed by means of a time-frequency representation based on the spectrogram. The spectrogram takes firstly the digitalised signal and splits it in shorter samples of a given window length \( L \) with a given overlap \( P \) between one sample and the next one. After this, the Short Time Fourier Transform (STFT) is calculated for each sample. In the graphic representation, the \( x \)-axis corresponds to the time domain, whereas the \( y \)-axis stands up for the frequency domain. In this way, each STFT is represented column-wise at the instant corresponding with the mid-time of the sample. The amplitudes of the different frequencies are represented with a colour scale, obtaining a 2.5D representation.

STFT is performed in the following way:

\[
X(k) = \sum_{n=0}^{N-1} x(n)\omega_N^{nk}
\]

where

\( X(k) \) represents samples of the signal in the frequency domain with \( k = 0,1,\ldots,N-1 \) in the normalised frequencies \( f_k = k/N \). \( k = 0,\ldots,N-1 \).

\( x(n) \) = signal samples in the time domain

\( N \) = number of points the STFT is calculated with

\( \omega_N = e^{-2\pi i/N} \)

Amplitudes are represented in logarithmic scale from the Power Spectral Density (PSD) of the signal. If \( A(r,c) \) denotes the amplitude at the instant \( t_r \) for the frequency \( f_c \), then the PSD at the same point \((r,c)\) is given by

\[
P(r,c) = a |A(r,c)|^2
\]

with

\[
a = \frac{2}{F_s \sum_{n=1}^{L} |w(n)|^2}
\]

where \( F_s \) is the sampling frequency and \( w(n) \) denotes the window function. Notice that, at 0 and the Nyquist frequencies, the factor of 2 in the numerator is replaced by 1.

In this way, the amplitude in the spectrogram, in which the colours scale is based on, becomes:

\[
S(r,c) = 10 \log_{10} P(r,c)
\]

The overlap \( P \) has been set as a fixed percentage of \( L \), around 95%. The number of points the Fourier Transform is calculated with, \( N \), is set by observing that it must be a power of 2 and must be larger than 4 times the window length, i.e.

\[
N = 2^s > 4L
\]

where \( s \in \mathbb{N} \), so as to achieve sufficient frequency interpolation [39].

4.3 Calibration of time window length

Let us pay attention to the window length. As it is known in the time-frequency representation theory, the higher accuracy is achieved in one variable, the lower accuracy is achieved in the other. By setting wide time windows, frequency resolution increases, but the time resolution keeps rather low, i.e. track defects cannot be properly located. On the contrary, narrow time windows allow a better time resolution, but the signal frequency content in that time is distorted. Therefore, the window length must become a compromise between both time and frequency resolutions.
The window length has been calibrated from two different criteria: time and frequency. For the time criterion, it has been started with 2 s width time windows and they have progressively been narrowed until no additional substantial information in the time domain was obtained. For the frequency criterion, it has been started with 0.1 s width time windows and they have progressively been widened until no additional substantial information in the frequency domain was obtained. Both criteria give an upper and a lower window width which become the range of most suitable window lengths. This calibration has been carried out for two different time windows: rectangular and Hamming.

Table 6 shows the different results for each tested window length. Track singularities and vibration modes are described in section 5.3 as they are identified in the spectrograms. The result is that window lengths between 0.5 s and 0.3 seconds give the best appearances.

Now, the number of windows necessary to cover a certain time series is given by:

\[
w = \frac{T f_s - L}{L - P}
\]  

(7)

where \( w \) is the number of windows, \( T \) is the total length of the time series, \( f_s \) is the sampling frequency and \( P \) is the overlap between windows. As can be seen, the number of necessary windows increases as the windows length shortens. Therefore, a window length of 0.5 s is chosen since a lower number of windows and hence less computational effort is needed.

Regarding the time windows, it is seen that Hamming windows achieve similar results than rectangular windows of 2/3 of its length. For the same reason of computational efficiency, Hamming windows have been chosen.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Window length</th>
<th>Observations</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2 s (5000 samples)</td>
<td>Track singularities such as rail joints closer than 20 m overlap</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 s (2500 samples)</td>
<td>Track singularities closer than 10 m overlap. Differences between turnout frogs and glued joints cannot be appreciated</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.5 s (1250 samples)</td>
<td>Track singularities are properly identified</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.1 s (250 samples)</td>
<td>Parametric excitation and vibration of sleeper on ballast overlap</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.2 s (500 samples)</td>
<td>Parametric excitation and vibration of sleeper on ballast still overlap but start to be distinguished</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.3 s (750 samples)</td>
<td>Parametric excitation and vibration of sleeper on ballast can be mostly distinguished</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 6. Observed appearances for different window lengths

5. Results and discussion

5.1 Sampling frequency and anti-aliasing filter

Figure 2 shows the spectrogram of a track fragment between Paterna and Fuente del Jarro with data registered at 15/5 kHz (a) and the same data after being digitally filtered with a Butterworth filter of 4 poles and sub-sampled down to 2.5 kHz (b) The train speed is variable between 75 and 30 km/h. There can be seen that no relevant frequency
content is found beyond 1000 Hz. There are only some “vertical lines”, which correspond to the wheel rolling over the welded and glued joints and a “horizontal line” around 2000 Hz which can be associated to one of the vibration modes of the wheelset. Only the excitation caused by the glued joint at \( t = 174 \text{ s} \) extends up to 6.5 kHz, but it can be clearly distinguished in the 0-1000 Hz frequency band. Track singularities are further discussed in section 5.3. This shows evidence that data registration at 2.5/1 kHz provides sufficient information for detecting such “impacts” at the rail joints, since the resonant frequency at 2000 Hz does not correspond to any track defect. Therefore, subsequent analyses are only shown for 2.5/1 kHz. For other railway systems, though, a higher frequency band may be required.

Fig. 2. Spectrogram showing the same accelerations sampled at 15 kHz (a) and at 2.5 kHz (b). Speed 75 – 30 km/h.

5.2 Location of axlebox accelerometers

As commented in section 3, accelerometers have been placed at two different locations: the axlebox of a motor wheelset and the axlebox of a trailer wheelset. Figure 3a shows the spectrogram for the motor wheelset and so does Fig. 3b for the trailer wheelset. Both spectrograms correspond to the same track stretch and were recorded in the same run, although there is a slight shift of approximately 1.5 s because of the distance between both wheelsets. The train speed varies between 10 and 30 km/h as it was speeding up.

Figure 3a shows some horizontal and diagonal parallel lines at different frequencies. Such frequencies are caused by the vibrations produced by the different current harmonics induced in the motor mounted on the bogie. Since such vibrations appear throughout the frequency band, they may hide the actual track defects, thus hindering the analysis of the track. It can be seen in figure 3b how these induced vibrations do not exist, resulting in a cleaner spectrogram.
Fig. 3. Spectrogram corresponding to the same track stretch surveyed from a motor wheelset (a) and from a trailer wheelset (b). Speed 10 – 30 km/h

In contrast, the magnitude of the different track defects is the same in both pictures. Therefore it is more suitable, from the point of view of track surveying, to place the axlebox accelerators on the trailer wheelsets. Placing them at the motor wheelsets may have the advantage, though, that some information on the traction and electric braking efforts may be obtained, but this issue remains out of the scope of the present paper. On the following, only spectrograms from the trailer wheelset are shown.

5.3 Observation of track defects

By observing the spectrograms, two different groups of track defects can be easily distinguished: those which are isolated and those which appear along a certain track length. The first group may include not only track defects such as squats or rail spalling, but also track singularities such as welded joints, glued joints, turnouts or diamond crossings. Depending on the amplitude of the accelerations they cause, they may be considered as track defects too. The second group mainly includes vibration modes associated to different track configurations (e.g. ballast vs. slab), track vertical misalignment and rail corrugation. All the following representations have been obtained with a Hamming time window with $L = 1250$, i.e. $0.5\,\text{s}$, $P = 1000$ and $N = 2^{13} = 8192$, as explained in section 4.2.

The first group presents a column-wise appearance in the spectrogram, since they produce a short time duration impact on the wheel, thus exciting a wide range of frequencies. On the contrary, the second group appears as a horizontal band covering specific frequency ranges. On the following, the different track defects and singularities found in the spectrograms of the analysed track are described:

- **Welded joints** (Fig. 4, Fig. 5): they are clearly defined in the range 0-400 Hz and have a width of 0.2 s. Since Metrovalencia tracks use 18 m long rail bars, such joints appear periodically with a separation varying with the train speed.

- **Glued joints** (Fig. 4, Fig. 6): their appearance in the spectrogram is featured by a vertical line covering a range of frequencies up to 800-900 Hz and a width of 0.2-0.3 s depending on their preservation conditions.

- **Severe squats** (Fig. 4, Fig. 7): they clearly cover the full range of the analysed frequencies (0 to 1250 Hz) and its width has values of 0.2-0.4 s depending on its spread on the rail surface.

- **Turnout frogs** (Fig. 4, Fig. 8): they have their largest amplitudes in the frequency bands of 0-400 Hz and 550-800 Hz. Their width at the bottom, i.e. 50-100 Hz, is
about 1-1.5 s depending on their maintenance conditions and it narrows as the frequency increases.

After the analysis of the recorded accelerations and the identification of potential track defects and singularities, visual inspections took place in those track points where some signal disturbances were found. As a matter of fact, figure 7 shows the squat at the turnout frog which appears in the spectrogram of fig. 4. At this respect, all the singularities found in the analysis were checked by means of visual inspections, with satisfactory results.

Medium and severe squats are not likely to appear in metropolitan railway tracks with such light axle loads. As a matter of fact, the squat shown in the figure was the only one detected with a remarkable size in more than 14 km of analysed tracks. Upon the people in charge of the line’s maintenance, it was probably caused by a ballast stone purposely put on the nose of the frog, rather than by fatigue due to the passing of the railway loads. The lack of a large variety of squats prevents us from delving in this issue. This squat was shown because the pattern it threw was quite noteworthy. The size of the squat was about 7-8 cm long, compared with the smaller squats from [15] and [16] with a size of 15 mm. This produces the excited frequencies to be lower than in the research from these references, being extended up to 2.5 kHz.

Let us focus now on the three turnouts shown in Fig. 4. Whereas the first two were installed more recently and present almost no wear, the one at \( t = 885 \) s was installed in 1988 and presents a worn rail profile, which is reflected in the time bandwidth around 100 Hz, widen up to 1.5 s and between 200 and 400 Hz, widen up to 1 s. Nevertheless, the range of excited frequencies remains invariable. Hence, the straight vertical line in the first turnout, covering the whole frequency range, is due to the presence of the squat.

![Fig. 4. Spectrogram showing different track singularities. Speed 35 km/h](image-url)
In addition, vibration modes which extend along a certain time period and therefore have a row-wise appearance in the spectrogram are:

- Parametric excitation $f_{pe}$ (Fig. 9): it is produced by the passing of a wheelset along the spans existing between the sleepers, describing thus a sinusoid whose wavelength is such distance, i.e. 70-80 cm for the case of Metrovalencia. It is reflected in the spectrogram as a thin horizontal line, whose frequency varies with the train speed but does not trespass the 30 Hz.

- Vibration of sleeper on ballast $f_s$ (Fig. 9): this is the resonant mode of the sleeper vibrating on the ballast, and is reflected as a thin horizontal line with a constant frequency around 20 Hz.

- P2 resonance $f_{P2}$ (Fig. 10): this is the resonant frequency of the unsprung mass of the bogie vibrating together with the rails, and it is reflected in the 50-100 Hz frequency band, as stated in [2, 40]. Since this resonant mode becomes a fixing mechanism of rail corrugation, its growth is detected in the colour scale as it happens in a stretch between the stations of Patraix and Safranar (Fig. 10).

- Vibration of rails on railpads $f_r$ (Fig. 10): this corresponds with the resonant mode of the rails vibrating on the railpads, and is reflected in the spectrogram in the 200-400 Hz frequency band, achieving the highest amplitudes around 300 Hz.

- Pin-pin resonance $f_{pp}$ (Fig. 10): this corresponds with the first vibration mode of the rails considering the points where they are fastened to the sleepers as the nodes. It appears in the bandwidth of 650 to 800 Hz and the width is due to the
sleepers being not separated an exact distance, but in the previously commented range.

These resonant frequencies are in accordance with those stated by the formulas in [37] and coincide with some experimental measurements carried out on the track elements [2].

![Fig. 9. Zoom to the 0-100 Hz frequency band for the same spectrogram shown in Fig. 4.](image)

This means that any change in the track properties will affect not only these frequencies, but also \( f_{P2} \). The detection of such changes is of relevance since they imply an increase of dynamic forces in these zones and the subsequent track degradation [41-43]. Indeed, the following changes can be perceived:

- Railway crossing (Fig. 10): in railway crossings, rails are confined in order to allow road vehicles to go across the tracks and they are fastened to wooden sleepers in order to fasten the check rails too. These changes wide the pin-pin frequency bandwidth from 650 to 850 Hz together with an increase of the amplitudes, as it is reflected in the spectrogram.

- Change from ballasted to slab track and vice-versa (Fig. 10): this change on slab track stretches increases up to 90 cm. Thus, \( f_{P2} \) and \( f_{pp} \) are lowered to the 30-50 Hz and 600-750 Hz frequency bands, respectively.

![Diagram showing changes in track properties](image)
6. Comparison with wavelet transform

As said before, several authors have based their research on time-frequency characterisation of railway track defects by using the wavelet transform (WT) [12, 13, 25, 28, 32]. One of the most relevant WT properties is that the window length is not a fixed value, but varies along with the scale. Indeed, large scale wavelets, corresponding to the lower frequencies, have wide windows associated; and the opposite happens with small scale wavelets. This is viewed as an advantage respect to the conventional STFT by WT users. Nevertheless, the fact that window length varies with the scale parameter may produce a loss in frequency resolution for high frequencies and a loss in time resolution for low frequencies. This may result in some high frequency vibration modes, such as the pin-pin resonance, not being able to be properly identified.

Furthermore, the selection of the mother wavelet plays an important role, since track defects appearance and vibration patterns strongly depend on this parameter. In order to show this, a parallel wavelet analysis has been carried out. Results of Fig. 4 are shown in Fig. 11 for a Morlet wavelet and a number of scales of 500, which yield the best results in terms of pattern identification. For this representation, the frequency associated to each scale level has been adopted in the y-axis. Frequency is represented in a logarithmic scale, as this is the natural way wavelets work.

Comparison between Figs. 4 and 11 shows that short track defects and singularities appear with better time resolution in the WT than in the STFT. In opposition, vibration modes show poorer resolution. This frequency resolution worsens as frequency increases. Indeed, whereas $f_{pe}$ (parametric excitation) and $f_{s}$ (sleeper on ballast vibration) can be properly identified, higher vibration modes such as $f_{r}$ (rail on railpad vibration) or $f_{pp}$ (pin-pin resonance) cannot be distinguished.

This fact is also supported by Fig. 12, which shows the WT of the acceleration signal of Fig. 3a. Whereas in Fig. 3a, vibrations induced by the motors clearly appear on the
spectrogram, such vibrations cannot be identified in Fig. 12, since there is not enough frequency resolution at these frequency levels.

7. Conclusions

A surveying approach capable of detecting and classifying the different track singularities and vibration modes has been presented. This detection and classification is achieved in both time and frequency domains. For this purpose, several run tests have been carried out on Metrovalencia tracks involving the analysis of axlebox accelerations. It is shown how with a time-frequency representation based on the conventional STFT, by choosing the appropriate values for the different parameters, an acceptable resolution in both time and frequency domain is achieved. This allows locating and distinguishing some track vibrations modes and singularities. The research further shows how the STFT representation even improves some current analyses performed with WT.

Therefore, the findings of this study are:

- For speeds lower than 80 km/h and track configurations shown in Table 4, the monitoring of axlebox accelerations at a sampling frequency of 2.5 kHz with an anti-aliasing filter of 1 kHz allows analysing the most relevant track frequencies in terms of maintenance purposes.
- The location of axlebox accelerators on a motor wheelset hinders the analysis of track vibrations because a wide range of motor-induced vibrations are overlapped. Axlebox accelerators placed on trailer wheelsets provide cleaner spectrograms.
- A Hamming time window with a time length between 0.3 s and 0.5 s with a 95% overlapping has been found to be the most suitable time window for the spectrogram in order to better appreciate the different track defects and vibration modes.
- A Wavelet analysis does not properly show vibration modes with frequency higher than 100 Hz, though detection of track singularities may be improved with respect to the spectrogram. This is affected by various parameters, such as the choice of mother wavelet, the resolution level, etc.
- With these parameters, some track singularities and defects, such as welded and glued joints, turnout frogs and squats, together with the main track vibration modes can be properly featured and classified, avoiding the use of parallel analysis tools such as time-domain peaks analysis, conventional Discrete Fourier Transforms, etc.
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**Figure captions**

1. Fig. 1. Main train and track components, their representation in a conceptual train/track dynamic interaction model and location of accelerometers.

2. Fig. 2. Spectrogram showing the same accelerations sampled at 15 kHz (a) and at 2.5 kHz (b). Speed 75 – 30 km/h.

3. Fig. 3. Spectrogram corresponding to the same track stretch surveyed from a motor wheelset (a) and from a trailer wheelset (b). Speed 10 – 30 km/h.

4. Fig. 4. Spectrogram showing different track singularities. Speed 35 km/h.

5. Fig. 5. Welded Joint

6. Fig. 6. Glued joint

7. Fig. 7. Squat at the nose of a turnout frog

8. Fig. 8. Example of turnout frog

9. Fig. 9. Zoom to the 0-100 Hz frequency band for the same spectrogram shown in Fig. 4

10. Fig. 10. Spectrogram showing different resonances, vibration modes and track configurations. Speed 40 km/h

11. Fig. 11. Wavelet transform corresponding to the spectrogram of Fig. 4.

12. Fig. 12. Wavelet transform corresponding to the spectrogram of Fig. 3a.
Table captions

1_ Table 1. Classification of track vertical defects upon their wavelengths. Source: Adif (internal document)

2_ Table 2. Excitation frequencies of different wavelengths when travelling at different speeds and its possible coupling to the different train and track elements:
- Track elements;  - Unsprung masses;  - Semi-sprung masses;  - Sprung masses

2_ (Black and white) Table 2. Excitation frequencies of different wavelengths when travelling at different speeds and its possible coupling to the different train and track elements:
- Track elements;  - Unsprung masses;  - Semi-sprung masses;  - Sprung masses

3_ Table 3. Adif classification of track defects upon the axlebox vertical accelerations. Source: Adif

4_ Table 4. Different features for both track configurations.

5_ Table 5. Specific features of the different run tests showing the sampling frequency and the anti-aliasing filtering choice.

6_ Table 6. Observed appearances for different window lengths